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Openwashing background



Openwashing was first defined by 

Michelle Thorne in 2009 as “spin[ning] 

a product or company as open, 

although it is not.”



Openwashing is also defined as: 

● “dubious vendor claims about open”

● “the act of appropriating the open signifier 

while discounting or rejecting the core 

principles of the open…movement” (Moe, 

2015, p. 351)



Open means

● content must be free to 

access

● some rights and 

permissions typically 

reserved by copyright 

must be transferred to 

the user



Calling out an act of openwashing 

signals that despite claims suggesting 

otherwise, a product, service, or 

company does not fulfill the basic 

requirements to be defined as open. 



Openwashing 
examples

● Open resources within 

proprietary systems

● Free ≠ Open



Greenwashing --> Openwashing



Greenwashing is defined as “dubious 

claims about a product’s greenness, 

naturalness, or eco-friendliness” 

(Weller, 2013)



● “7 sins of greenwashing” (Terrachoice, 

2007)

● Carlson et  al’s (1993) two typologies of 

green claims

● Contreras-Pacheco and Claasen (2020) 

Greenwashing classifications



Dirty business: belonging to an 

inherently unsustainable business, but 

promoting sustainable practices or 

products.

From Contreras-Pacheco and Claasen



Ad bluster: diverting attention from 

sustainable issues through advertising 

that exaggerates achievements or 

presents programs that are not related 

to the main sustainability concern. 

From Contreras-Pacheco and Claasen



Frameworks for openwashing?



Literature review







Key Terms
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Openwashing by discipline
● Information Technology

● Education 

● LIS 

● Management & Organizational Studies

● Science



● Co-opting the 

language of open

● Open = Good

● Freemium

● Openwrapping

Marketing Tactics



Transparency

“...a mismatch 
between how the 
public expects 
information to be 
shared, and how an 
organization 
actually makes 
information 
available to the 
public” (Heimstadt, 
2017)



Relevance for academic librarians





Implications for academic librarians
● Supporting researchers

● Working and signing deals with 

publishers and vendors

● Supporting institutional open access 

policies and initiatives



In summary



Does “open” mean "made public"? 

Does “open” mean shared? Does 

“open” mean “accessible”? Accessible 

how? … Does “open” mean 

transparent? Does “open” mean 

“open-minded”? “Open” to new ideas 

and to intellectual exchange? Open to 

interpretation? …” (Watters, 2014)
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